Background
==========

Massively parallel DNA sequencing methods are rapidly achieving broad adoption by the life sciences research community \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. As the productivity of these platforms continues to grow with hardware and software optimizations, the bottleneck experienced by researchers is increasingly at the front end (the construction of sequencing libraries) and at the back end (data analysis and interpretation) rather than in the sequencing itself.

The input material for commonly used platforms, such as the Illumina Genome Analyzer \[[@B3]\], the Roche (454) Genome Sequencer \[[@B4]\], the Life Technologies SOLiD platform \[[@B5]\], as well as for \'real-time\' third-generation sequencers such as Pacific Biosciences \[[@B6]\], consists of complex libraries of genome- or transcriptome-derived DNA fragments flanked by platform-specific adaptors. The standard method for constructing such libraries is entirely *in vitro*and typically includes fragmentation of DNA (mechanical or enzymatic), end-polishing, ligation of adaptor sequences, gel-based size-selection, and PCR amplification (Figure [1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This core protocol may be preceded by additional steps depending on the specific application, such as cDNA synthesis for RNA-seq libraries \[[@B7]\].

![**Methods for constructing *in vitro*fragment libraries**. **(a)**In the conventional protocol, mechanical or endonuclease fragmentation is followed by end-polishing, A-tailing, adaptor ligation and PCR. **(b)**With transposase-mediated adaptor insertion, fragmentation and adaptor insertion occur in a single 5-min *in vitro*step, followed by PCR. For both methods, a primer-embedded sample-specific barcode can be incorporated during PCR amplification (black triangle).\
Dark blue: Genomic DNA. Light green: End repaired sequence. Red: A-tail. Magenta/dark green and purple/dark green: Adaptors. Mid blue/brown/orange: Transposase adaptors. Cyan/light green triangles: Endonuclease fragmentation. Grey curved dotted lines: Sonication. Grey hexagon: Transposase.](gb-2010-11-12-r119-1){#F1}

Although generally effective, several aspects of the standard method are throughput-limiting or otherwise suboptimal. These include: (1) Labor: there are several labor-intensive enzymatic manipulations with obligate clean-up steps. (2) Time: the protocol requires 6-10 hours from beginning to end, often including an overnight incubation. (3) Automation: although 96-plex, semi-automated processing has been achieved by large-scale genome centers \[[@B8]\], many researchers lack access to the requisite robotic liquid handling systems and/or instruments for parallelized mechanical fragmentation. (4) Sample indexing: incorporation of barcoded adaptors, which enable concurrent analysis of multiple samples and post-sequencing deconvolution, still requires most steps to be carried out on individual samples prior to pooling \[[@B9]\]. (5) High input requirements: standard protocols for shotgun DNA sequencing suggest 1-10 μg DNA as input material per library. This is often not possible, for example in cancer genomics where sample material can be limited. (6) Coverage bias: biases in sequence coverage correlated with G+C content can arise from steps secondary to library construction, including gel purification \[[@B10]\] and PCR amplification \[[@B11]\]. Amplification-free versions of these protocols may reduce G+C biases and eliminate PCR duplicates \[[@B11],[@B12]\], while potentially increasing input requirements.

In the alternative approach that we characterize and extend here, a hyperactive derivative of the Tn5 transposase is used to catalyze *in vitro*integration of synthetic oligonucleotides into target DNA at a high density (\'Nextera\', Epicentre, Madison, WI, USA). Wild-type Tn5 transposon DNA is flanked by two inverted IS50 elements, each containing two 19 bp sequences required for function (outside end and inside end). A 19 bp hyperactive derivative (mosaic end, ME) is sufficient for transposition provided that the intervening DNA is long enough to allow the two ends to come in close proximity in order to form a complex with a Tn5 transposase homodimer. The relatively low activity of the wild-type Tn5 transposase was cumulatively increased through several classes of mutation \[[@B13]\]. In a classical *in vitro*transposition reaction, hyperactive Tn5 transposomes (hyperactive transposase mutant bound to ME-flanked DNA) bind target DNA and catalyze the insertion of ME-flanked DNA into the target DNA with high frequency \[[@B14]\]. When free synthetic ME adaptors are used instead (isolated from one another, in contrast to ME-flanked DNA in which two ME sequences are linked by the intervening DNA), transposase activity results in fragmentation and end-joining of the synthetic ME adaptor to the 5\' end of target DNA. To generate fragment libraries compatible with massively parallel DNA sequencing, limited-cycle PCR is used to append platform-specific primers (Figure [1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Significant potential advantages of transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion as a library preparation method, relative to conventional library preparation, include, firstly, many fewer steps, as the fragmentation, polishing, and ligation steps are replaced by a single 5-minute reaction and optional 10-minute pre-PCR clean-up (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Libraries requiring particularly constrained insert size distributions (such as for *de novo*assembly) may optionally be subjected to chip- or gel-based size selection, increasing preparation time by 1 hour or 3-4 hours, respectively. The second advantage is greatly reduced input requirements while maintaining library complexity. This is expected to be possible because of a more efficient conversion of input DNA into sequencing-compatible material. However, these potential advantages are balanced by the competing concern that transposase-mediated fragmentation will introduce significant sequence-dependent biases relative to conventional library construction.

![**Schematic of steps associated with different library preparation methods**. Transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion significantly reduces the number of steps and time associated with library construction (green path).](gb-2010-11-12-r119-2){#F2}

Here, we report the results of an extensive comparison of transposase-catalyzed fragmentation with standard library construction protocols. We also describe the development of several derivative protocols for transposase-catalyzed fragmentation that significantly extend its capabilities. To evaluate performance with respect to key parameters including sequence-dependent biases, we compared methods across several organisms and sequencing platforms, including whole genome sequencing of a cell line derived from a previously sequenced human, YH1 \[[@B15]\], on a single flow-cell with the Illumina HiSeq platform. New protocols reported here that extend the utility of this method include: (1) a 96-plex sample indexing scheme, validated on 96 bacterial genomes; (2) capture and sequencing of the complete coding exon content (exome) from 50 ng of input human genomic DNA; (3) a protocol for the construction and sequencing of shotgun libraries from as little as 10 pg of starting material; (4) a PCR-free version of the method that mitigates associated G+C biases and decreases the total time for library preparation time to less than 30 minutes; and (5) a method analogous to \'colony PCR\' for single-step preparation of genomic sequencing libraries directly from bacterial colonies.

Results
=======

Comparison of standard versus transposase-based protocols
---------------------------------------------------------

We performed a side-by-side comparison of three protocols: (1) standard library construction with mechanical fragmentation; (2) standard library construction with time-dependent endonuclease-based fragmentation (\'dsDNA fragmentase\', NEB); and (3) transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion (\'Nextera\', Epicentre). To evaluate performance on the Illumina platform, sequencing libraries and technical replicates were prepared from two genomic DNA samples (*Homo sapiens*NA18507, *Escherichia coli*CC118) with each of the three methods. Paired-end, 36 bp reads were generated on an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx (GAIIx). Reads were mapped using BWA \[[@B16]\] to the *E. coli*genome (K12) or human genome (hg18) as appropriate. To evaluate performance on the Roche (454) platform, sequencing libraries were constructed from two bacteriophage DNAs (CRW10 and PA1) with each of the three methods. Libraries were sequenced on a Roche (454) Genome Sequencer FLX, followed by *de novo*assembly (gsAssembler) and read mapping (gsMapper) to the appropriate reference genome. A summary of samples processed and sequence data generated on both platforms is provided in Table S1 in Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Sites of mechanical fragmentation, endonuclease fragmentation, and transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion were characterized by calculating nucleotide composition in the vicinity of the mapping position of the first base of each sequence read (the fragmentation site; Figure S1 in Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This revealed a slight but highly correlated bias for mechanical and endonuclease fragmentation, which suggests that most bias for these two methods is introduced after these protocols converge (for example with A-tailing or adaptor ligation), and that both mechanical fragmentation (here, either acoustic sonication or nebulization) and endonuclease fragmentation (with dsDNA fragmentase) have very low intrinsic biases. In contrast, a more extended signature is observed for sites of transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion, weakly resembling the reported insertion preference of the native Tn5 transposase (AGNTYWRANCT, where N is any nucleotide, R is A or G, W is A or T, and Y is C or T) \[[@B17]\]. However, when calculated in terms of per-position information content, the bias of transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion is low, and only slightly greater than the other protocols. For *E. coli*data, maxima of per-position information content over ± 10 bp, on a two-bit scale for fixed positions, are 0.10, 0.11, and 0.16 for mechanical fragmentation, endonuclease fragmentation, and transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion, respectively. Average information content over ± 10 bp are 0.0056, 0.018, and 0.049, respectively. Equivalently low information contents were observed for human and phage libraries (Table S2 in Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The effective bias associated with transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion is thus greater than with standard library construction, but only modestly so. For *E. coli*and human libraries, signatures of bias were consistent in technical replicates for all three methods.

The greater insertion bias is problematic in a practical sense only if it has a significant impact on the distribution of genomic coverage. Consistent with the low calculated information content of the observed biases, the gross distributions of genomic coverage observed for the three methods are very similar (Figure [3a, b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), the exception being the PA1 bacteriophage library, which may be skewed as a result of sequence context in a relatively small genome. Furthermore, similar biases in coverage are observed for different G+C content bins, with reduced representation at both extremes (Figure [3c](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). As PCR was used to prepare libraries constructed with all three methods, the consistent G+C bias probably arises at that step \[[@B11]\]. We initially predicted that the similar genomic coverage distribution associated with each method was due to factors introduced after the three protocols converge on common steps (solution phase PCR, cluster PCR, and sequencing). However, the correlation in coverage between methods at a per-base level was modest, with transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion the least correlated with the other methods (Table S3 in Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![**Comparison of coverage bias**. **(a)**Coverage distribution across the *E. coli*genome with transposase (blue), sonication (red), and endonuclease (green) methods (solid lines) and replicates (dotted lines), normalized for total sequencing depth. **(b)**Coverage distribution across the PA1 and CRW10 bacteriophage genomes with transposase (blue), nebulization (red), and endonuclease (green) methods (dotted lines represent replicate libraries). **(c)**G+C bias for *E. coli*was assessed by calculating G+C content of the reference in 500 bp bins and plotting the coverage in each for transposase (blue), sonication (red), and endonuclease (green) methods, all of which show an approximately equivalent bias against the extremes.](gb-2010-11-12-r119-3){#F3}

In this comparative analysis, libraries generated by transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion were sequenced directly after PCR (without size-selection), and the observed insert size distribution was considerably shorter than the other, size-selected, methods (transposase: 100 ± 47 bp, sonication: 256 ± 48 bp, endonuclease: 244 ± 56 bp; Figure S2 in Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To evaluate whether a lower-bound on insert size exists, tails of long-read (101 bp) pairs were aligned to one another and a mapping-independent size distribution constructed, revealing a sharp decrease at about 35 bp that is probably a secondary consequence of steric hindrance of adjacent, attacking transposases (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This phenomenon also explains the about 10 bp peaks at the lower end of the insert size distribution resulting from the helical pitch of the DNA as it extends away from the transposase.

![**Insert size showing steric hindrance**. **(a)**Insert size was generated from libraries spiked into a paired-end 101 bp run resulting in a large proportion of reads reading into the adaptor sequence. Tails of reads were then aligned to one another to discern the insert size between adaptors, resulting in a mapping-independent insert size at the lower extreme. All reads with an insert size less than 25 bp were PCR artifacts. **(b)**The noticeable drop below 40 bp is consistent with a model for complete saturation of transposition events on a given stretch of DNA. The roughly 110 Å transposase homodimer (grey) is bound to genomic DNA (blue), such that the core of the enzyme acts on a 9 bp region drawn out to 41 Å as well as approximately 10 additional bases of DNA flanking either side (\~34 Å each) that are essentially protected from a subsequent transposase attack due to steric hindrance. Since the core region is duplicated in the process, the minimum spacing of transposition events is approximately 38 bp.](gb-2010-11-12-r119-4){#F4}

With alternative buffer and reaction conditions, other target size ranges can be achieved. For example, the transposon method adapted for Roche (454) library construction resulted in significantly longer fragments (300-800 bp; Figure S3 in Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To assess whether fragment size of libraries generated by transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion could be constrained without resorting to gel-based size-selection, we evaluated alternative buffer and reaction conditions in combination with different approaches to post-PCR sample clean-up (Figure S4 in Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Notably, an automated chip-based size-selection yielded well-constrained libraries (insert size 162 ± 28 bp).

Whole genome sequencing of human and *Drosophila*genomes
--------------------------------------------------------

To assess performance further, we conducted whole genome sequencing on transposase-based libraries from *H. sapiens*and *Drosophila melanogaster*. Human genomic DNA from a previously sequenced individual, YH1 \[[@B15]\], was used to generate a series of libraries under different reaction conditions and size-selections that were then subjected to seven lanes of paired-end 90 bp (PE90) sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq platform. Of 934 million reads, 781 million were mapped \[[@B16]\] to the human genome (hg18) for 25× coverage. Although a total of seven libraries were constructed and sequenced to assess reproducibility, the complexity of each individual library was sufficient enough that whole genome sequencing could be carried out using a single library. Variant calling on mapped YH1 data was performed with *samtools*\[[@B18]\] requiring consensus Q30 at called positions (Figure S5 in Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). By these criteria, 3,556,679 SNPs were called (87% in dbSNP129; transition/transversion ratio (Ti/Tv) = 2.07), substantially greater than the 3,074,097 SNPs reported in initial sequencing of YH1. There were 2,922,525 SNPs shared between the analyses (91% in dbSNP129; Ti/Tv = 2.07), 634,154 SNPs unique to our analysis of this genome (70% in dbSNP129; Ti/Tv = 2.08), and 151,572 SNPs unique to the initial analysis of this genome (65% in dbSNP129; Ti/Tv = 1.18). The larger number of SNPs identified here may follow in part from greater mappability with longer read-lengths.

In this analysis, cell-line DNA derived from lymphoblasts was used; however, original sequencing of YH1 by Wang *et al.*(2008) \[[@B15]\] was carried out on blood DNA. Notably, 4,036 positions were called as mutations in the cell line and as the reference base in blood, both at a high quality score (30) and in uniquely mappable regions of the genome (see Methods). Of the 1,720 SNPs at a quality over 50 (Ti/Tv = 0.95), a randomly selected 100 were subjected to validation in DNA from blood, DNA from the primary culture used to generate the cell line, and DNA from the cell line. Interestingly, 63 were confirmed as mutations only in the cell line (Ti/Tv = 1.1; one failed assay in primary culture). Of the 37 positions that failed validation, 31 were confirmed as the reference base in blood, primary culture, and cell line (Ti/Tv = 0.48), and the remaining six positions were variant in all three (Ti/Tv = 1.0; one failed assay in primary cell culture). Further experimentation is required to determine whether the validated mutations observed in the cell line represent only mutations occurring during immortalization or propagation of the cell line, or the eventual fixation of somatic mutations present at very low frequencies in primary culture.

Importantly, coverage of YH1\'s genome in sequencing of libraries derived from transposase-catalyzed fragmentation was relatively uniform when compared with the data generated on this same individual from conventional libraries (Figure [5a](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The observed GC bias in whole human genome sequencing data from the two methods was comparable (Figure [5c](#F5){ref-type="fig"}); however, a modest decrease (23%) in coverage at bins with high GC content (≥60%) was observed with the transposase method. This decrease can potentially be mitigated by a PCR-free version of this method (discussed below), or by alternative PCR conditions (data not shown). For the *Drosophila*genome (dm3), one lane of PE45 sequencing of a transposase-based library on an Illumina GAIIx yielded 16× mean coverage. As with the human genome, the distribution of coverage was largely equivalent to that observed in sequencing *Drosophila*with standard libraries (Figure [5b, d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) along with the modest decrease in coverage for regions of high GC content. For both human and *Drosophila*genomes, the signature of bias in the vicinity of insertion sites was similar to that observed in the comparative analysis.

![**Sequence coverage of human and *Drosophila***. **(a)**Coverage distribution as a percentage of the genome for human (YH1) using transposase (dark blue, autosomes; light blue, sex chromosomes) and sonication \[[@B15]\] (down-sampled to equivalent coverage; red, autosomes; orange, sex chromosomes) methods. Poisson (no bias) distributions (gray) with λ = 12 (sex chromosomes) and λ = 24 (autosomes) are also shown. Poisson distribution is the expected if there were absolutely no bias. **(b)**Coverage distribution as a percentage of *Drosophila*autosomes using transposase (blue, down-sampled to equivalent coverage) and sonication (*Drosophila*Population Genomics Project (DPGP), red) methods, as well as Poisson distribution with λ = 12 (gray). **(c,d)**Coverage with respect to G+C content of the reference in 10 kb or 1 kb bins for (c) human (YH1) and (d) *Drosophila*genomes respectively, for transposase (blue) and sonication (red) methods at comparable global genomic coverage.](gb-2010-11-12-r119-5){#F5}

Complexity, that is, the number of molecules of distinct origin, is a critical aspect of shotgun library quality, especially for libraries that will be deeply sampled or subjected to further bottlenecking, such as hybrid capture or size selection. Low complexity manifests as an excess of duplicate reads with identical mapping coordinates, which arise from the same progenitor molecule and can thus skew downstream analyses including SNP calling and genotyping. The complexity of each prepared library here was analyzed by incremental sampling of 50,000 read-pairs without replacement and plotting the number of read-pairs sampled versus the number of unique read-pairs (as determined by mapping location) within the sample. In this analysis, the extent of deviation from linearity provides a measurement of sample complexity. All human genome and *Drosophila*genome libraries sequenced here were found to be highly complex, each comprising over 96% unique read-pairs, even as sequencing depths approached 100 million read-pairs, indicating a single such library could be used for whole genome sequencing (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The high complexities achieved are consistent with a high efficiency of conversion of input mass into sequence-compatible material as compared with conventional library construction. Less complexity was consistently observed for all *E. coli*libraries, but this is likely to be because we are simply saturating the set of possibilities for start-point pairs that are used to identify PCR duplicates by deep sequencing of a small genome.

![**Library complexity**. Library complexity for each library shown by incremental, random sampling of 50,000 reads, without replacement, and plotting (on log-log scale) the number of uniquely occurring read-pairs with respect to total number of sampled read-pairs. Species: DM, *Drosophila*; EC, *E. coli*; NA18507 and YH1, human. Methods for fragmentation: End., endonuclease; Son., sonication; Tr., transposase. Size selection ranges are given for the YH1 libraries (all these were generated using transposase. Libararies ending in \"2\" are replicate libraries. 100% uniqueis in gray, i.e. the distribution if there were no duplicates of any sort.](gb-2010-11-12-r119-6){#F6}

Low input targeted sequence capture of the human exome
------------------------------------------------------

Exome capture is an increasingly mature technology, but standard protocols require several micrograms of input genomic DNA, which can be problematic when sample is limiting (for example with tumor samples). We subjected a library from 50 ng human genomic DNA by transposome fragmentation to exome capture (Nimblegen SeqCap EZ Exome probes v1.0). Because the adaptor sequences are different from those in libraries prepared using mechanical shearing, custom blocking oligonucleotides were designed and used. After capture, the library was subjected to pre-sequencing real-time PCR with standard primers followed by sequencing on an Illumina GAIIx (SE36). The resulting reads were aligned to the human genome (hg18) with 78% mapping, of which 47% fell within 100 bp of a targeted exon (Figure S6 in Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A direct comparison with an equivalent number of mapped SE36 reads from a standard library, after capture with the same kit, revealed nearly identical complexity for on-target reads (41% and 43% of an equivalent number of on-target SE36 reads with unique start sites for transposome-based and standard libraries, respectively), as well as comparable uniformity (87% and 82% of target bases covered with ≥1 reads for transposome-based and standard libraries, respectively). However, specificity was notably lower (47% of reads on or near target for transposome-based libraries versus 80% for standard libraries). Nonetheless, we note that the standard protocol has been extensively optimized in the context of production-level scaling, and it is likely that specificity in the capture of transposome-based libraries can also be improved upon. Furthermore, the disadvantage of lower specificity is balanced by the advantage of significantly lower input requirements for genomic DNA entering a targeted capture workflow (50 ng for transposase-based libraries versus 3 μg for standard libraries).

Sub-nanogram library construction
---------------------------------

To push the limits on library construction using reduced starting material, *E. coli*libraries were generated from 500 pg and 100 pg genomic DNA and sequenced as part of a barcode pool. For each library, expected numbers of read counts were observed (0.5 and 0.6 million mapped reads, respectively) without a noticeable drop in complexity (both libraries over 98% at 0.5 million read-pairs), or coverage uniformity. Next, we generated a library from 10 pg human genomic DNA, or roughly three copies of the human genome, which produced over 2 million uniquely mapped read-pairs. Although complexity was reduced because of the significant decrease in progenitor molecules entering PCR, the potential advantages of sequencing from material approaching a single equivalent of the human genome are substantial.

PCR-free library construction
-----------------------------

Standard sequencing libraries for the Illumina platform have been generated without the use of PCR amplification in order to reduce associated biases \[[@B11],[@B12]\]. We developed a similar approach for transposase-based methods by including sequences corresponding to the primers used for cluster formation, i.e. the Illumina adaptor sequences, into the adaptors that are added during the transposition reaction, as opposed to incorporating them during PCR (See Methods). After transposition, a nick translation is performed resulting in Illumina-ready libraries. This method was used to sequence *E. coli*CC118 and human NA18507 with two replicates of each using 100 ng and 200 ng starting material. A noticeable decrease in G+C coverage bias was observed (Figure [7a](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, complexity for each of these libraries was over 98%. The development of PCR-free, transposase-based library construction reduces the full amount of time required for converting DNA to a sequencing-ready shotgun library to less than 30 minutes.

![**PCR-free reduction in G+C coverage bias and direct-from-colony coverage distribution**. **(a)**Coverage with respect to G+C content in *E. coli*with and without PCR was assessed by calculating G+C content of the reference in 500 bp bins and plotting the coverage in each for transposase after PCR (left) and with the PCR-free method (right). A significant reduction in coverage bias at the extremes of G+C content is observed. **(b)**Coverage distribution for *E. coli*library prepared directly from cell lysate without purification.](gb-2010-11-12-r119-7){#F7}

96-plex sample indexing
-----------------------

Second-generation sequencing platforms suffer from poor granularity. For example, in the data described above, a single PE90 lane on the Illumina HiSeq platform yielded 20 Gb of mappable sequence, which is far in excess of what is required for many projects. Sample indexing (or \'barcoding\') is a useful solution, but reported protocols still require most steps of library preparation to be carried out on individual samples prior to pooling, and also can suffer from non-uniform performance of individual barcodes \[[@B9]\]. With transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion, sample indexing could potentially be introduced during adaptor insertion, or during the subsequent PCR step, that is, using a primer-embedded barcode sequence (Figure [1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To evaluate the compatibility of this method with indexing, we attempted the latter approach. Ninety-six barcodes (9 bp) were designed with a minimal edit distance of four between all pairs and additional constraints on base composition (Table S4 in Additional file [3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Performance was evaluated by subjecting DNA from 96 evolved derivatives of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*to independent library construction, each with a different barcode-embedded primer during PCR. Post-PCR amplicons were quantified and pooled, followed by several lanes of massively parallel sequencing (PE76, with a third read to collect the 9 bp index). Samples were deconvolved using 9 bp indexes: 92%, 3%, and 3% reads were assigned with 0, 1, and 2 mismatches, respectively, and only 4% could not be unambiguously assigned. With the exception of a few outliers, the distribution of barcode assignments across the 96 was relatively uniform with 90% within a fourfold range (Figure S7 in Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), as was the proportion of reads mapping to the reference, illustrating the robustness of the library protocol and the indexing scheme.

Constructing genomic libraries directly from bacterial colonies
---------------------------------------------------------------

In evaluating 96-plex sample indexing for 96-plex bacterial genome sequencing with transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion, the burden of technical effort shifted from library preparation to the isolation of genomic DNA from each isolate. We speculated that integration of the transposase reaction into a \'colony PCR\'-like workflow (in which cells from bacterial colonies are directly mixed into a PCR reaction without DNA isolation) could be used to further simplify library preparation for bacterial genome sequencing (Figure S8 in Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A pipet tip was used to transfer a small number of cells directly from an *E. coli*colony transformed with pUC19 to a transposase fragmentation reaction (with heat-lysing prior to addition of enzyme). An aliquot of this reaction served as input for PCR amplification without any intervening clean-up step. Sequencing (SE36) yielded 27 million reads, for 170× coverage of the *E. coli*genome (81% of reads) and 37,000× coverage of pUC19 (10% of reads). The remaining 8% mapped to the F plasmid, or an insert cloned into pUC19, or remained unmapped. Coverage of the *E. coli*genome was uniform (Figure [7b](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). We propose that direct preparation of genomic sequencing libraries from bacterial colonies with no DNA isolation or intervening purification steps will be useful for rapidly preparing sequencing-ready, indexed fragment libraries from large numbers of bacterial isolates.

Discussion
==========

Massively parallel sequencing platforms generally require the conversion of genomic DNA (or other nucleic acid sample) into a fragment library that includes common adaptor sequences that are used to mediate clonal amplification and/or the priming of sequencing reactions. Practical limitations of conventional approaches to generating these libraries include high requirements for labor, time and cost, as well as the low efficiency of mass conversion into sequencing-compatible material. Here, we evaluate an alternative approach in which transposase catalyzes the fragmentation of target DNA and insertion of adaptor sequences in a 5-minute, small-volume reaction. The workflow is thus markedly simpler than the conventional approach yielding significant savings in terms of time and labor (summarized in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The input requirements are also over an order of magnitude lower than what is typically used with standard methods, and we demonstrate that high complexity libraries can be generated from as little as 100 pg of input DNA. Furthermore, input can be reduced to as low as just a few copies of the human genome and still produce a significant amount of sequence data. Taking advantage of the simplicity and low input requirements, we developed a method to construct libraries directly from bacterial colonies without DNA isolation or intervening clean-up steps.

Although there are significant advantages, this method nonetheless has its limitations. First, although there is a significant reduction in required steps and time, preparing very large numbers of libraries is still challenging without some degree of automation. Second, one has relatively limited control over the size distribution of fragmentation. In general, the trend is that the insert size distribution is smaller than desired when reacting to completion, and broader than desired when altering reaction conditions to increase the mean insert size. Third, genomes with high G+C contents show greater bias with this method than with conventional methods, although this is potentially correctable in part by the PCR-free approach or through modified PCR conditions. A related point is that we have also observed that performing transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion on a single PCR product results in significantly greater bias than with shotgun libraries (J. Hiatt, personal communication), potentially secondary to a high molar concentration of a limited number of possible insertion sites. Fourth, we note that this library preparation does not solve an ongoing challenge in the field, which is how best to efficiently construct high-complexity, long-insert mate-paired libraries.

A comparison of sequence composition in the vicinity of fragmentation sites identified a bias signature that was larger and more extended than that associated with conventional methods. However, we found that this had little impact at the level of coverage for bacterial, human, and *Drosophila*genomes. Nonetheless, the observed impact may be greater in genomes with compositions that correlate with this bias pattern, or in smaller genomes such as bacteriophage. In our view, for most goals, the disadvantage of the slightly greater bias is offset by the large advantages that we observed with respect to speed, simplicity, and low input requirements.

A further reduction in preparation time was achieved in developing a PCR-free, transposase-based library construction method. This approach also decreased biases resulting from amplification, notably in coverage with respect to G+C content. Looking ahead, we anticipate that the partnership of extremely fast, simplified methods for library construction with third-generation \'real-time\' sequencing methods may represent a critical path forward in reducing the time between acquiring biological material and obtaining analyzed sequence data to less than 1 hour.

Conclusions
===========

Current methods for preparing *in vitro*DNA fragment libraries for massively parallel sequencing are suboptimal for projects involving limited amounts of starting material or large numbers of samples. Here we have characterized an alternative method of library construction in which highly active transposase catalyzes the simultaneous fragmentation and adaptor ligation in a single 5-minute incubation. Comparison with conventional methods of library preparation, relying on mechanical or endonuclease fragmentation, finds that although transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion demonstrates a slightly greater insertion bias, this has little impact at the level of genomic coverage and is offset by large advantages with respect to speed, simplicity, and low input requirements.

To fully take advantage of the method and expand on transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion we applied it on a larger scale, including sequencing a human genome on a single flow-cell of a massively parallel sequencing platform, and validating a 96-plex sample indexing scheme. We also show that transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion can be integrated with exome sequencing workflows, with the advantage of significantly lower input requirements relative to conventional protocols for targeted sequence capture (50 ng versus several micrograms). In addition, we have generated libraries from as little as 10 pg of starting material and also developed a PCR-free library construction method in order to reduce associated biases and further reduce preparation time to less than 30 minutes. Finally, we demonstrate the direct preparation of genomic sequencing libraries from bacterial colonies with no DNA isolation or intervening purification steps.

Materials and methods
=====================

Genomic DNA
-----------

Genomic DNA for *H. sapiens*NA18507 (Yoruban) was prepared by the Coriell Institute. *E. coli*CC118 (MC1000 (*araD139*Δ(*ara leu*)*7697*Δ*lacX74 phoAΔ20 galE galK thi rpsE rpoB argE~am~recA1*)) \[[@B19]\], genomic DNA, and CRW10 and PA1 phage genomic DNA were extracted using Qiagen (Valencia, CA, USA) MidiPrep buffers P1, P2, P3 and were cleaned by phenol, purified from low melting point agarose and dissolved in Tris/EDTA (TE) buffer. YH1 genomic DNA was extracted from a lymphoblastoid cell line of Yanhuang \[[@B15]\] using protein K and phenol/chloroform \[[@B20]\] and further subjected to RNase treatment/purification. The *D. melanogaster*genomic DNA was extracted from whole bodies of several individuals by Puregene blood core kit B (Qiagen). The molecular weights of both *Drosophila*and YH1 genomic DNAs were confirmed to be larger than 23 kb by gel electrophoresis (not shown), with no detection of degradation or RNA/protein contamination, and quantified by Quant-iT dsDNA HS assay kit (0.2-100 ng; Invitrogen, Q32854, Carlsbad, CA, USA); of each, an aliquot was diluted to 25 ng/μl for use in library construction. *P. aeruginosa*PAO1 strains were selected for tobramycin resistance at 16 mg/l (41 strains), ciprofloxacin resistance at 4 mg/l (47 strains), or no antibiotic resistance (8 strains). DNA was then isolated using the Wizard^®^SV 96 genomic DNA purification system (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Concentrations of isolated DNA were measured using a Nanodrop (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

Mechanical shearing
-------------------

Shearing was performed on two 5-μg aliquots of *E. coli*CC118 genomic DNA brought up to 200 μl with TE. Sonication was performed by two 15-min treatments with a Bioruptor sonicator (Wolf Laboratories, Pocklington, UK) at maximum settings in a cold room, switching out the water between treatments to keep samples cool. After sonication, each sample was cleaned up using a QIAquick PCR purification kit, eluting in 30 μl Buffer EB (Qiagen). CRW10 and PA1 phage DNA was fragmented using 5 μg aliquots brought to 100 μl with TE and mixed with 500 μl nebulization buffer (Roche/454, Branford, CT, USA) in a nebulizer cup. Nebulization was carried out using 45 psi (310 kPa) nitrogen for 1 min on ice. The sheared DNA was cleaned and concentrated using MinElute columns and eluting in Buffer EB (Qiagen).

Enzymatic fragmentation
-----------------------

Enzymatic fragmentation was performed on six 1 μg aliquots of genomic DNA from both *E. coli*CC118 and *H. sapiens*NA18507 added to 2 μl 10× fragmentation reaction buffer, 0.2 μl 100× BSA (NEBiolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA), 2 μl NEB fragmentase enzyme, and nuclease-free water (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA) to 20 μl. Reactions were gently vortexed and spun-down, then incubated on ice for 5 min followed by a time-course incubation at 37°C, removing samples at 15, 20, 30, 45, 60, and 120 min for each of the two sets. Reactions were stopped by placing on ice followed by purification using a QIAquick PCR purification kit, eluting in 30 μl buffer EB (Qiagen). 4 μl of each sample was run on a Novex TBE gel (Invitrogen) to observe size distribution. The 60-min time point showed the desired size range and duplicate samples were prepared by the same method for each organism. Fragmentation of phage DNAs were performed using 1 μg aliquots of PA1 and CRW10 in a 20 μl reaction volume including fragmentation reaction buffer to 1×, BSA, and 2 μl NEB fragmentase enzyme (NEB). The reaction was incubated on ice for 5 min followed by incubation at 37°C for 20 min and stopped with 5 μl 500 mM EDTA and cleaned using MinElute columns (Qiagen).

Post-fragmentation library preparation
--------------------------------------

Post-fragmentation library preparation on the duplicate samples of *E. coli*CC118 sonication and fragmentase (60 min), and *H. sapiens*NA18507 fragmentase (60 min), was carried out as per standard Illumina methods, including a size selection using Novex TBE gels (Invitrogen), excising the 400-500 bp band. Final PCR amplification was carried out on a Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA, USA) MiniOpticon using SYBR Green I as a dye to monitor amplification. 1 μl of each final library was run on a Novex TBE gel (Invitrogen) for library size confirmation. Nebulized or fragmentase-treated phage samples were size-selected using SPRI beads (Beckman Coulter, Danvers, MA, USA) and used to construct libraries according to standard protocols, including end-polishing, adaptor ligation, fill-in, and single-strand isolation. Adaptor sequences included multiplex identifiers (barcodes).

Transposase-based library preparation
-------------------------------------

Transposase-based library preparation for *E. coli*CC118 and *H. sapiens*NA18507 Illumina-compatible libraries used 50 ng of genomic DNA brought up to 15 μl in nuclease-free water (Ambion) followed by the addition of 4 μl 5× LMW Nextera reaction buffer and 1 μl Nextera enzyme mix (Illumina-compatible; Epicentre), followed by a gentle vortex and brief centrifugation. Each reaction tube was incubated at 55°C in a thermocycler with a heated lid for 5 min followed by placement on ice and immediate purification using a QIAquick PCR purification kit and elution in 20 μl buffer EB (Qiagen). Suppression PCR was then carried out using 10 μl of the eluate as template with 11.5 μl nuclease-free water (Ambion), 25 μl 2× Nextera PCR buffer, 0.5 μl SYBR Green, 1 μl 50× Nextera primer cocktail (Illumina-compatible), 1 μl 50× Nextera adaptor 2 (barcodes 1-2 for *E. coli*and 3-4 for *H. sapiens*), and 1 μl Nextera PCR enzyme. The reaction was cycled in a Bio-Rad MiniOpticon to monitor the reaction under the following conditions: (1×) 3:00 min at 72°C and (1×) 0:30 min at 95°C, followed by 13 cycles of \[0:10 min at 95°C, 0:30 min at 62°C, 3:00 min at 72°C\] for *E. coli*barcodes 1 and 2 and *H. sapiens*barcodes 3 and 4 (12 cycles for *H. sapiens*barcode 4). 1 μl of each post-PCR library was electrophoresed through a Novex TBE gel (Invitrogen) for library size confirmation. Size selection of the *E. coli*CC118 transposase libraries was carried out at Epicentre Biotechnology using Agencourt AMPure (\> 300 bp size selection), Zymo DNA purification (no size selection), or Caliper (350 ± 10% bp size selection) methods. The *D. melanogaster*library was constructed by pooling two standard Nextera reactions following the manufacturer\'s protocol (Epicentre). For each reaction, 50 ng genomic DNA was initially tagmented (*in vitro*transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion) at 55°C for 5 min, and then MinElute purified. This was followed by PCR amplification with same conditions as with *H. sapiens*and *E. coli*libraries for 12 cycles. 400-450 bp gel-based size selection was carried out prior to sequencing.

A total of seven *H. sapiens*YH1 libraries were constructed, differing in mass of DNA, number of PCR cycles, and selected DNA fragment size. These included two (about 500 bp and about 550 bp) produced from pooling five standard Nextera reactions, three (400-500 bp, 500-550 bp and 550-600 bp) produced from pooling two modified reactions with nine cycles of PCR enrichment, and another two libraries (300-500 bp and 500-650 bp) from a single tagmentation reaction using 500 ng starting DNA with five cycles of PCR enrichment. The insert-size distribution and final yields for the *Drosophila*and *H. sapiens*YH1 libraries were validated separately using a 2100 Bioanalyzer (DNA 1000 and 7500 kit; Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) and quantitative PCR.

*P. aeruginosa*PAO1 Illumina-compatible shotgun libraries were prepared for each strain using Epicentre Biotechnologies\' Nextera DNA sample preparation kits with a customized, unique 9 bp barcode sequence for each strain. The tagmentation reaction consisted of 200 ng PAO1 DNA, 25 μl Nextera high molecular weight buffer, 1 μl Nextera transposase enzyme, and water to a total volume of 20 μl. The reaction was incubated for 5 min at 55°C, cleaned using Qiagen MiniElute columns, and eluted in 11 μl water. PCR reactions included 5 μl of the fragmented DNA, 17 μl water, 25 μl Nextera PCR buffer, 1 μl Nextera PCR enzyme, 1 μl of a Nextera primer cocktail containing two short primers (at 10 μM each) and one long Illumina-compatible adaptor (at 5 μM), and 1 μl of the barcode containing Illumina adaptor (at 5 μM). PCR conditions used were the same as above using 12 cycles of amplification, followed by MinElute clean-up as before. Samples were run on a Novex TBE polyacrylamide gel to confirm library quality, and DNA concentrations measured using a Nanodrop.

For the Roche (454)-compatible libraries, standard Nextera reaction conditions were used with 50 ng CRW10 (barcode 11) or PA1 (barcode 10) bacteriophage DNA, 454-Titanium compatible kit components and standard PCR methods, cycling 15 times. The PCR products were purified using Qiagen MinElute columns. Library fragment sizes were assessed using an Agilent Bioanalyzer DNA1000 chip.

Targeted sequence capture of the human exome
--------------------------------------------

Libraries were prepared by transposase-catalyzed adaptor insertion by previously described methods using 50 ng genomic DNA (BK229.03, SFARI-SSC), 1 μl transposomes, 4 μl 5× HMW buffer, and water to 20 μl. Samples were incubated at 55°C for 5 min then cleaned up (AMPure) and eluted in 20 μl followed by the addition of 25 μl 2× Nextera PCR buffer, 1 μl 50× Nextera primer cocktail, 1 μl Nextera PCR enzyme, 0.5 μl 100× SYBR Green, and 1 μl of a barcoded adaptor (Table S4 in Additional file [3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) with water to 50 μl. Reactions were carried out on a Bio-Rad MiniOpticon using recommended cycling conditions for 12 rounds. Each tube was cleaned up (AMPure, Agencourt, Boston, MA, USA) and checked for size and quantity on an Agilent Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 chip. One sample was selected for capture using all of the 414.6 ng for hybridization to Nimblegen (Madison, WI, USA) SeqCap EZ Exome probes v1.0 as per Nimblegen protocols using custom blockers (Nextera_Block1: 5\'-AAT GAT ACG GCG ACC ACC GAG ATC TAC ACG CCT CCC TCG CGC CAT CAG AGA TGT GTA TAA GAG ACA G-3\', Nextera_Block1_REV: 5\'-CTG TCT CTT ATA CAC ATC TCT GAT GGC GCG AGG GAG GCG TGT AGA TCT CGG TGG TCG CCG TAT CAT T-3\', Nextera_Block2: 5\'-CAA GCA GAA GAC GGC ATA CGA GAT CGG TCT GCC TTG CCA GCC CGC TCA GAG ATG TGT ATA AGA GAC AG-3\', Nextera_Block2_REV: 5\'-CTG TCT CTT ATA CAC ATC TCT GAG CGG GCT GGC AAG GCA GAC CGA TCT CGT ATG CCG TCT TCT GCT TG-3\') for 72 h at 47°C. After hybridization, wash was performed as per Nimblegen protocols with streptavidin-coupled magnetic beads. Finally, PCR amplification was performed on exome captured library (Post_Cap_Short_For_Amp: 5\'-AAT GAT ACG GCG ACC ACC GAG ATC T-3\', Post_Cap_Short_Rev_Amp: 5\'-CAA GCA GAA GAC GGC ATA CGA GAT-3\'; 1× \[0:30 min at 98°C\], 17× \[0:10 min at 98°C, 0:30 min at 65°C, 0:45 min at 72°C\]) followed by clean up (AMPure) and sequencing on an Illumina GAIIx SE36 run.

PCR-free library preparation
----------------------------

Adaptor sequences (NoPCR1: 5\'-AAT GAT ACG GCG ACC ACC GAG ATC TAC ACG CCT CCC TCG CGC CAT CAG AGA TGT GTA TAA GAG ACA G-3\', and NoPCR2: 5\'-CAA GCA GAA GAC GGC ATA CGA GAT CGG TCT GCC TTG CCA GCC CGC TCA GAG ATG TGT ATA AGA GAC AG-3\') were designed to contain the original \'Nextera\' adaptor sequences, but with an additional 5\' overhang of either P1 or P2 on adaptor 1 or adaptor 2, respectively (i.e. sequences to make compatible with cluster PCR on Illumina flow-cell), thus eliminating the need to add them during a PCR step. The 5\' phosphorylated reverse compliment of the 19 bp mosaic end (ME: 5\'-Phos-CTG TCT CTT ATA CAC ATC T-3\') sequence was hybridized to NoPCR1/2 by combining 5 μl of each NoPCR1 and NoPCR2 with 10 μl ME reverse complement all at 100 μM with 80 μl TE, followed by denaturation at 95°C for 5 min then slow cooling to room temperature for a final annealed adaptor concentration of 10 μM. Transposomes were assembled by incubating 5 μl annealed adaptors at 10 μM with 5 μl 100% glycerol and 10 μl Ez-Tn5 transposase (Epicentre) and allowed to incubate at room temperature for 20 min.

Tagmentation was carried out using previously prepared *E. coli*(CC118) or human (NA18507) genomic DNA using either 100 or 200 ng of DNA, 5 μl prepared transposomes, 2 μl 5× Nextera HMW buffer (Epicentre), and water to 10 μl. Reactions were incubated at 55°C for 5 min, followed by the addition of 25 μl 2× FailSafe PCR master mix (Epicentre), 1 μl FailSafe DNA polymerase (Epicentre), and 14 μl nuclease-free water (Ambion), and subsequent 5 min incubation at 72°C for nick translation. Tubes were then cleaned up using Qiaquick MinElute PCR purification columns (Qiagen), eluting in 12 μl buffer EB.

For each reaction, 2 μl was used as template for a real time PCR on a MiniOpticon (Bio-Rad) using 0.5 μl SYBR Green, 25 μl 2× Nextera PCR master mix, 1 μl Nextera PCR enzyme and nuclease-free water to 50 μl. Alongside the NoPCR reactions, libraries of known concentrations were used as template at successive dilutions to be used as a standard for rough library quantification. Standard Nextera cycling conditions were used, without the initial 72°C extension step. PCR reactions were cleaned up by Qiaquick PCR purification columns and run on a Noved 6% TBE PAGE gel (Invitrogen) for library size verification. After quantification, libraries were sequenced as per standard Illumina GAIIx protocol as a paired-end 36 bp run.

Low input transposase-based library preparation
-----------------------------------------------

For the 500 pg and 100 pg *E. coli*(CC118) libraries and 10 pg human library (NA18507, Coriell), genomic DNA (in 1 μl volume) was incubated with 1 μl Nextera Illumina-compatible transposomes (Epicentre) at a 1 to 50 dilution (1 μl Nextera enzyme, 24 μl TE, 25 μl 100% glycerol), 1 μl 5× Nextera HMW buffer, and 2 μl nuclease-free water (Ambion). To avoid contamination, all dilutions and reaction preparation was carried out in a PCR hood. Reactions were incubated at 55°C for 5 min followed by addition of 25 μl 2× Nextera PCR buffer, 0.5 μl SYBR Green, 1 μl 50× Nextera primer cocktail, and 1 μl 0.5 μM barcode adaptor 2 (barcodes A6, A9, or A4 for 500 pg and 100 pg *E. coli*DNA, or 10 pg human DNA, respectively) and cycled under standard Nextera conditions in a MiniOpticon (Bio-Rad) real-time PCR thermocycler. Both reactions were removed after 20 cycles and cleaned up using Qiaquick MinElute columns, eluting in 20 μl EB. Libraries were run on a 6% Novex TBE PAGE gel (Invitrogen) for size verification and sequenced as barcoded spike-ins as per standard Illumina GAIIx protocol as a paired-end 101 bp (plus 9 bp barcode) run for *E. coli*libraries and a paired-end 36 bp (plus 9 bp barcode) run for human.

Direct colony-based library preparation
---------------------------------------

Fusion-Blue chemically competent *E. coli*(Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA) were transformed with pUC19 bearing a 2 kbp insert of human genomic DNA, and then plated on Luria broth (LB) + ampicillin. A small number of cells were picked from a single bacterial colony with a 10 μl pipette tip, and then transferred with dipping into 15 μl nuclease-free H~2~O. The suspended cells were heat-lysed at 95°C for 5 min, then placed on ice for 2 min. Nextera 5× LMW reaction buffer and enzyme (Illumina-compatible; Epicentre) were added to the sample, followed by brief mixing and incubation at 55°C for 5 min. The reaction was then stopped by heating to 70°C for 15 min. Sequencing-compatible primer sites were added in a 50 μl PCR reaction using 5 μl of the transposase reaction directly as template without intervening purification. PCR was carried out with 31.6 μl H~2~O, 10 μl Kapa 2G robust A buffer 5× (Kapa Biosystems, Cape Town, South Africa), 1 μl dNTP mix (10 mM each), 0.25 μl SYBR Green 100×, 1 μl 50× Nextera primer cocktail, 1 μl 50× Nextera adaptor 2, and 0.20 μl Kapa 2G robust polymerase; cycling conditions were as described by Epicentre. The amplification reaction was cleaned up with a Qiaquick PCR clean-up column (Qiagen) and eluted into 50 μl EB.

Sequencing
----------

Sequencing of the *H. sapiens*NA18507, *E. coli*CC118, and *D. melanogaster*libraries was done on an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx as paired-end 36, 36, and 45 bp runs, respectively, using standard read primers for sonication and fragmentase libraries, run in individual lanes, and Nextera read primers for Nextera libraries. *H. sapiens*YH1 libraries were run on an Illumina HiSeq2000 as paired-end 90 bp run using Nextera read primers. Phage libraries contained library-specific barcodes and were run as multiplexed samples using GS FLX Titanium sequencing protocols. *P. aeruginosa*libraries were pooled by combining 100 ng of each strain library, and sequenced on an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx with a paired-end 76-cycle run.

Short read mapping
------------------

Short read mapping was done on the *E. coli*CC118, *D. melanogaster*and *H. sapiens*(NA18507 & YH1) Illumina GAIIx or HiSeq2000 sequenced samples by converting the raw sequence files to fastq format and then mapping to the hg18 (NCBI36) reference using the BWA \[[@B16]\] alignment software. After mapping, PCR duplicates were removed, as well as read-pairs with an insert size shorter than that of the read length.

Long read assembly
------------------

Long read assembly from bacteriophage samples sequenced on the Roche GS FLX Ti was done using Roche\'s newbler assembler under default parameters. Individual reads from each dataset were mapped against the assembled genome using gsMapper (Roche Software Release: 2.3 (091027_1459)).

Fragmentation site characterization
-----------------------------------

Fragmentation site characterization was carried out by stacking all regions of the genome flanking forward strand mapping start locations and the reverse complement of reverse strand start locations followed by calculating nucleotide frequencies at each position relative to the fragmentation site, thus generating a positional weight matrix (PWM). The PWMs then were imported into the SeqLogo (Oliver Bembom, Dept. of Biostatistics, University of California, Berkeley, 2008) package for Bioconductor in R and used to generate positional information content (IC) and sequence logos using the equation outlined by T. D. Schneider *et al.*\[[@B21],[@B22]\]:

$$\text{IC(w)} = \text{log}_{\text{2}}(\text{J}) + \Sigma_{j = 1}^{\text{J}}\ p_{wj}\text{~log}_{\text{2}}(p_{wj}) = \text{log}_{\text{2}}(\text{J}) - entropy(w)$$

where J is the number of variables in the alphabet (4; A, C, G, or T), and *j*is the base at position *w*. This equation does not factor in the background nucleotide frequencies.

Normalization of Illumina GAIIx coverage
----------------------------------------

Normalization of Illumina GAIIx coverage for the *E. coli*(non-size-selected) data was done by dividing the coverage at each position in the genome by the total number of mapped bases and then multiplying by a constant (the average number of mapped bases was close to 1 Gb, therefore 10^9^was used as the constant).

Coverage distribution histograms
--------------------------------

Coverage distribution histograms were generated by calculating the number of times each base of the genome was sequenced and plotting the frequency of each level of coverage.

Coverage by G+C content
-----------------------

Coverage by G+C content plots were generated by binning the reference genome into 500 bp bins for *E. coli*, 10 kbp bins for human, and 1 kbp bins for *Drosophila*(other sizes were also investigated, resulting in very similar distributions) and calculating the G+C content of each bin, followed by plotting the coverage of that bin.

Library complexity
------------------

Library complexity was calculated by random sampling of 50,000 read-pairs without replacement and plotting the number of uniquely occurring read-pairs versus the total number of sampled read-pairs.

Insertion size distributions
----------------------------

Insertion size distributions were generated by taking the distance between the start mapping location of the first read and the end mapping location of the second read for every read-pair and plotting the frequency of occurrences of each insert size.

SNP calls
---------

SNP calls for the YH1 genome were generated using the SAMtools \[[@B18]\] variant caller with a maximum coverage of 1,000 and minimum quality score of 30. Prior to variant calling, read-pairs with an insert size less than 90 bp and reads not properly paired were removed to reduce noise. Calls were then compared with the SNPs reported by Wang *et al.*(2008) \[[@B15]\] and to dbSNP build 129.

Cell-line-discordant SNP calls
------------------------------

In order to minimize false calls due to mapping errors, a repeat-masked version of hg18 was used along with further masking with respect to mappability according to the UCSC Genome Browser \'Rosetta 35mer uniqueness\' and excluding all regions with a score of 0 (this score means that the sequence maps perfectly to multiple locations in the genome). This track was used because it was generated using the BWA aligner that was used in our analysis, and because the original YH1 sequence data is made up of 36 bp reads. Out of this newly masked genome, positions were called that had a SNP quality score in the cell line over 30, a reference call in blood over 30, and coverage less than 100× in both datasets. Of those with a quality score of 50 in both for their calls, 100 were randomly chosen for validation.

Validation was carried out using a mass spectrometry assay (Sequenom, San Diego, CA, USA). Primers for PCR amplification and extension were successfully designed for 100 mutation sites using the Sequenom MassArray Assay Design v3.1. PCR amplification, shrimp alkaline phosphatase treatment of unincorporated dNTPs, probe extension and resin desalting were carried out in sequence using the conditions described elsewhere \[[@B23]\]. Sequenom genotyping was performed in parallel for genomic DNA from YH1 blood and the same batch of lymphoblastoid cell lines as was used for sequencing. A negative control and technical replicate were also run in parallel for each typed position. Genotyping of all 100 testing sites passed the filter criteria of: (1) no failing extension, (2) no false positive in the negative control, (3) consistency between two technical replicates. Genotyping was further performed for the 100 positions in the YH primary lymphoblastoid cell lines using the same method, with 98 meeting the above filter criteria.

Exome analysis
--------------

Sequence reads from transposase-based libraries subjected to human exome capture were aligned to the human reference (hg18) using BWA \[[@B16]\]. Each aligned base was deemed to be on target if it was within 100 bases of a targeted sequence. At each position within target regions, coverage was assessed and any position with a depth of at least one was considered covered. Comparison to standard exome methods was made by trimming read 1 of a PE76 lane from a GAIIx down to 36 bases and aligning it the same way. Because the standard library had fewer reads mapped, 28 million reads were randomly taken from both libraries and above analysis performed. Complexity was interrogated by taking an equivalent number of on-target SE36 reads generated by each method and calculating the percentage with unique start-points.

Barcode design
--------------

Barcode design yielded a set of 96 × 9 bp sequences in which each 9 bp sequence contained no homopolymer run of three or more bases, had a GC content of ≤ 60%, was a edit distance of at least four away from all other members of the set of 96, and screened negative when compared with other adaptor and primer sequences used here. Also, we took care to ensure that each base (A, G, C, or T) was represented at least once in each 9 bp barcode, and at least once in each position along the 9 bp.

Barcode deconvolution
---------------------

Barcode deconvolution for pooled, multiplexed *Pseudomonas*samples was carried out by computing the Levenshtein edit distance between the obtained index read and each of the 96 barcode sequences used. The corresponding read-pair was assigned to a barcode when that barcode was within edit distance of 2 of the index read, with the next closest matching barcode being at least two further edits away.
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